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place the spoilboard on the fixed base of the bantam tools machine. carefully align the
spoilboard slot with the power cord and usb cord, and then slip the power cord and usb cord

through the slots. slide the spoilboard so that the faceplate is centered on the main table of the
machine. if necessary, use a pair of pliers to adjust the spoilboard so that the usb and power

cord slots are just off the edge of the machine table, and the mouse has room to move. finally,
slide the faceplate into the slot on the left-hand side of the machine, and then slide the

spoilboard over the main table of the machine. leave the spoilboard in place, and then slide the
faceplate back into the slot on the right-hand side of the machine. now, the spoilboard is

installed on the bantam tools machine. the bottom illustration, showing how the spoilboard is
removed from the bantam tools machine, is based on the machine provided by bantam tools. the
spoilboard shown here was made for the macaque stone tool study of this issue. the spoilboard is
made of aluminum and is approximately 4.75 inches wide, 6.25 inches long and 4.5 inches high.
the spoilboard has a removable faceplate, a slot on the left-hand side for the power cord, a slot

on the right-hand side for the usb cord, and a slot in the center for the mouse. place the
spoilboard on the fixed base of the bantam tools machine. carefully align the spoilboard slot with
the power cord and usb cord, and then slip the power cord and usb cord through the slots. slide
the spoilboard so that the faceplate is centered on the main table of the machine. if necessary,
use a pair of pliers to adjust the spoilboard so that the usb and power cord slots are just off the

edge of the machine table, and the mouse has room to move. finally, slide the faceplate into the
slot on the left-hand side of the machine, and then slide the spoilboard over the main table of the

machine. now, the spoilboard is installed on the bantam tools machine.
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finally, we consider the
implications of these
results for the use of

percussive stone tools in
the archaeological record.

the sessile percussive
stone tools used by the
wild macaques of pny
were not significantly

different from the
percussive stone tools

used by wild macaques to
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process oils [ from pny in
laem son national park [
16, 17 ]. in the context of

human evolution, the
development of a lithic

technology to process oil
palm may also be viewed

as a behavioural
transition, with the

creation of an additional
niche for macaque tool
use, as well as a further
example of convergent

behaviour between
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humans and macaques [
36 ]. fossilized oil palm
palms in the island's

forests are abundant and
easily collected, making
them a potential primary

raw material for stone
tool production. although
macaque hammers, nut-

cracking stones and
cashew nut processing

tools have been found in
the same forest, we found
no evidence for macaques
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using these other lithic
implements. alberto, f.
and wrangham, r. w.
(1989). asso-ciations

between stone-tools and
early hominid behaviour,

in: m. f. delson, l. m.
leakey, & a. c. wilson

(eds.), oldowan
archaeology and human

origins (pp. 15–32).
cambridge: cambridge
university press. the

majority of the macaque
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damage on their oil palm
processing hammerstones

is located on horizontal
planes, although it is also

present on vertical
planes. this is consistent
with previous studies of

macaque pound hammer
use [ 17 ]. in the case of
oil palm processing tools,
the abrasion of horizontal
planes was likely a result
of repeated impacts onto

the anvil. although not
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strictly parallel to the axis
of the hammerstone, their

orientation may have
allowed for the production
of larger impact forces by
the tool. in the case of the
coast, anvils are oriented
along a roughly vertical
plane, which would be
predicted to cause the

majority of impact force
to be exerted downwards,
rather than horizontally [

17 ]. in contrast, we found
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that anvils used for oyster
processing at yni were

found mostly on
horizontal planes

(electronic supplementary
material, s1), in which

case they may not be a
suitable analogue for use

on oil palm
hammerstones.
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